Continuing to Improve our Guest’s Fishing Experience

Over four years ago, DSR announced its focus to improve our guest’s fishing experience. This effort resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of anglers on the run throughout the seasons and variable pricing in each season. Seasonal angler limits and pricing were developed to reflect the fishing opportunities and type of experience desired by our guests who fish during that time of year.

Since then, we have continued to gather and analyze guest feedback along with angler pass use data to identify ways to improve the guest fishing experience for the future. With that in mind, we have developed our first update to the seasonal angler limit and pricing system, effective for the 2019-20 season (begins 5/15/19).
In addition to the above changes, DSR is excited to announce a new TRIAL for our early access policy in 2019. A consistent and significant point of guest feedback over the past 4 years has been disappointment expressed by many (season pass holders, day passes, etc.) with their inability to fish their favorite spot during peak season due to other guests having access to DSR’s waters before them. This past winter we set out to develop changes that would address this issue and fairly provide all guests with the opportunity to have first access to DSR’s property during the peak fall seasons.

Any guest will now have the opportunity to have first access to DSR’s property through the TRIAL Premium Access Pass. A guest who purchases a trial Premium Access Pass in combination with a standard access pass (such as a day pass, season pass, lodge pass, or guide client pass, etc.), will now be the first release during our staggered angler release in peak season.

2019 Access Release Schedule: September 15 – October 31, 2019

A limit of 20 Premium Access Passes will be available for purchase on DSR’s website and sold on a first come first serve basis for $30 each. The Premium Access permits will be made available when day passes are released for sale around April 1st, 2019. Look for more announcements this winter via email, website, or social media for an exact release date.
We announce these plans today for 2019 implementation so all guests can plan ahead accordingly. As with any of DSR’s policy changes we encourage our guests to provide their feedback. We plan to listen, observe, and carefully consider how to adjust and improve each of these policies for the future. Should you have any questions or concerns regarding any of these changes we urge you to contact us directly by phone at (315) 298-6672 ext. 0, or via email customerservice@douglastonsalmonrun.com.

We hope you will join us as we offer continued refinements in our never ending quest to improve your DSR fishing experience!

Sincerely,

Garrett, Aaron, and the DSR Staff